The Rodriguez Brothers

Ensemble members: Robert Rodriguez
                  Michael Rodriguez

Title of the commissioned work: Suite for Latin-American Jazz Quartet

Instrumentation:
                  Trumpet/flugelhorn
                  Piano
                  Bass
                  Drums

Composer’s Statement:
                  The Suite for Latin-American jazz quartet incorporates rhythms of Latin America and the Caribbean with the contemporary jazz language. The quartet plays an integral part of each movement through rhythmic, harmonic and melodic exploration.

Length of the work: 40 min.

Recording: Available upon request from the composer.

Stated Technical Requirements: Grand Piano, drum set.

Contact Information:
                  Composer: Robert Rodriguez
                  Booking contact person: Robert Rodriguez
                  Phone: 212 304-4428
                  Email: robrodmusic@aol.com
                  Website: www.rodriguezmusic.com